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ABSTRACT
In differentially private stochastic gradient descent (DPSGD), gra-
dient clipping and random noise addition disproportionately affect
underrepresented and complex classes and subgroups. As a con-
sequence, DPSGD has disparate impact: the accuracy of a model
trained using DPSGD tends to decrease more on these classes and
subgroups vs. the original, non-private model. If the original model
is unfair in the sense that its accuracy is not the same across all
subgroups, DPSGD exacerbates this unfairness. In this work, we
study the inequality in utility loss due to differential privacy, which
compares the changes in prediction accuracy w.r.t. each group be-
tween the private model and the non-private model. We analyze
the cost of privacy w.r.t. each group and explain how the group
sample size along with other factors is related to the privacy impact
on group accuracy. Furthermore, we propose a modified DPSGD
algorithm, called DPSGD-F, to achieve differential privacy, equal
costs of differential privacy, and good utility. DPSGD-F adaptively
adjusts the contribution of samples in a group depending on the
group clipping bias such that differential privacy has no disparate
impact on group accuracy. Our experimental evaluation shows the
effectiveness of our removal algorithm on achieving equal costs of
differential privacy with satisfactory utility.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Most researches on fairness-aware machine learning study whether
the predictive decision made by machine learning model is discrim-
inatory against the protected group [16, 24, 30, 31]. For example,
demographic parity requires that a prediction is independent of
the protected attribute. Equality of odds [16] requires that a pre-
diction is independent of the protected attribute conditional on
the original outcome. These fairness notions focus on achieving
non-discrimination within one single model. In addition to the
within-model fairness, cross-model fairness also arises in differen-
tial privacy preserving machine learning models when we compare
the accuracy loss incurred by private model between the majority
group and the protected group. Recently, research in [3] shows that
the reduction in accuracy incurred by deep private models dispro-
portionately impacts underrepresented subgroups. The unfairness
in this cross-model scenario is that the reduction in accuracy due
to privacy protection is discriminatory against the protected group.

In this paper, we study the inequality in utility loss due to differ-
ential privacy, which compares the changes in prediction accuracy
w.r.t. each group between the private model and the non-private
model. Differential privacy guarantees that the query results or the
released model cannot be exploited by attackers to derive whether
one particular record is present or absent in the underlying dataset
[11]. When we enforce differential privacy onto a regular non-
private model, the model trades some utility off for privacy. On
one hand, with the impact of differential privacy, the within-model
unfairness in the private model may be different from the one in
the non-private model [7, 17, 29]. On the other hand, differential
privacy may introduce additional discriminative effect towards the
protected group when we compare the private model with the non-
private model. The utility loss between the private and non-private
models w.r.t. each group, such as reduction in group accuracy, may
be uneven. The intention of differential privacy should not be to
introduce more accuracy loss on the protected group regardless of
the level of within-model unfairness in the non-private model.

There are several empirical studies on the relationship between
the utility loss due to differential privacy and groups with different
represented sample sizes. Research in [3] shows that the accuracy
of private models tends to decrease more on classes that already
have lower accuracy in the original, non-private model. In their
case, the direction of inequality in utility loss due to differential
privacy is the same as the existing within-model discrimination
against the underrepresented group in the non-private model, i.e.
“the poor become poorer". Research in [8] shows the similar obser-
vation that the contribution of rare training examples is hidden by
random noise in differentially private stochastic gradient descent,
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and that random noise slows down the convergence of the learn-
ing algorithm. Research in [18] shows different observations when
they analyze if the performance on emotion recognition is affected
in an imbalanced way for the models trained to enhance privacy.
They find that while the performance is affected differently for the
subgroups, the effect is not consistent across multiple setups and
datasets. In their case, there is no consistent direction of inequality
in utility loss by differential privacy against the underrepresented
group. Hence, the impact of differential privacy on group accuracy
is more complicated than the observation in [3] (details in Section
4.1). It needs to be cautionary to conclude that differential privacy
introduces more utility loss on the underrepresented group. The
bottom line is that the objective of differential privacy is to protect
individual’s privacy instead of introducing unfairness in the form
of inequality in utility loss w.r.t. groups. Though the privacy metric
increases when a model is adversarially trained to enhance privacy,
we need to ensure that the performance of the model on that dataset
does not harm one subgroup more than the other.

In this work, we first analyze the inequality in utility loss by
differential privacy. We use “cost of privacy" to refer to the utility
loss between the private and non-private models as the result of
the utility-privacy trade-off. We study the cost of privacy w.r.t. each
group in comparison with the whole population and explain how
the group sample size is related to the privacy impact on group
accuracy along with other factors (Section 4.2). The difference in
group sample sizes leads to the difference in average group gradient
norms, which results in different group clipping biases under the
uniform clipping bound. It costs less utility trade-off to achieve the
same level of differential privacy for the group with larger group
sample size and/or smaller group clipping bias. In other words, the
group with smaller group sample size and/or larger group clipping
bias incurs more utility loss when the algorithm achieves the same
level of differential privacy w.r.t. each group. Furthermore, we pro-
pose a modified DPSGD algorithm, called DPSGD-F, to remove
the potential inequality in utility loss among groups (Section 5.2).
DPSGD-F adjusts the contribution of samples in a group depend-
ing on the group clipping bias. For the group with smaller cost of
privacy, their contribution is decreased and the achieved privacy
w.r.t. their group is stronger; and vise versa. As a result, the final
utility loss is the same for each group, i.e. differential privacy has
no disparate impact on group accuracy in DPSGD-F. Our evalua-
tion shows the effectiveness of our removal algorithm on achieving
equal costs of privacy with satisfactory utility (Section 6).

2 RELATEDWORKS
2.1 Differential Privacy
Existing literature in differentially private machine learning targets
both convex and non-convex optimization algorithms and can be
divided into three main classes, input perturbation, output pertur-
bation, and inner perturbation. Input perturbation approaches [9]
add noise to the input data based on local differential privacy model.
Output perturbation approaches [4] add noise to the model after
the training procedure finishes, i.e. without modifying the training
algorithm. Inner perturbation approaches modify the learning algo-
rithm such that the noise is injected during learning. For example,
research in [6] modifies the objective of the training procedure and

research in [1] adds noise to the gradient output of each step of the
training without modifying the objective. Research in [2] criticizes
that limiting users to small contributions keeps the noise level low
at the cost of introducing bias. They characterize the trade-off be-
tween bias and variance, and show that (1) a proper bound can be
found depending on properties of the dataset and (2) a concrete cost
of privacy cannot be avoided simply by collecting more data. Sev-
eral works study how to adaptively bound the contributions of users
and to clip the model parameters to improve learning accuracy and
robustness. Research in [26] uses coordinate-wise adaptive clipping
of the gradient to achieve the same privacy guarantee with much
less added noise. In the federated learning setting, the proposed
approach [27] adaptively clips to a value at a specified quantile of
the distribution of update norms, where the value at the quantile is
itself estimated online, with differential privacy. Other than adap-
tive clipping, research in [25] adaptively injects noise into features
based on the contribution of each to the output so that the utility
of deep neural networks under differential privacy is improved;
research in [23] adaptively allocates per-iteration privacy budget
to achieve zCDP on gradient descent.

2.2 Fairness-aware Machine Learning
Many methods have been proposed to modify the training data
for mitigating biases and achieving fairness. These methods in-
clude: Massaging [19], Reweighting [5], Sampling [20], Disparate
Impact Removal [14], Causation-based Removal [32] and Fair Rep-
resentation Learning [12]. Some researches propose to mitigate
discriminative bias in model predictions by adjusting the learning
process [30] or changing the predicted labels [16]. Recent studies
[24, 31] also use adversarial learning techniques to achieve fair-
ness in classification and representation learning. Research in [22]
uses adaptive sensitive reweighting to recognize sources of bias
and to diminish their impact without affecting features or labels.
Research in [21] uses agnostic learning to achieve good accuracy
and fairness on all subgroups. However, these techniques cannot
be directly combined with DPSGD because it is highly sensitive
with unbounded sensitivity to find optimal balancing strategy.

2.3 Differential Privacy and Fairness
Recent works study the connection between achieving privacy pro-
tection and fairness. Research in [10] proposed a notion of fairness
that is a generalization of differential privacy. Research in [15] de-
veloped a pattern sanitization method that achieves 𝑘-anonymity
and fairness. Most recently, the position paper [13] argued for in-
tegrating recent research on fairness and non-discrimination to
socio-technical systems that provide privacy protection. Later on,
several works studied how to achieve within-model fairness (demo-
graphic parity [29], equality of odds [17], equality of opportunity
[7]) in addition to enforcing differential privacy in the private model.
Our work in this paper studies how to prevent disparate impact of
the private model on model accuracy across different groups.

3 PRELIMINARY
Let 𝐷 be a dataset with 𝑛 tuples 𝑥1, 𝑥2, · · · , 𝑥𝑛 , where each tuple
𝑥𝑖 includes the information of a user 𝑖 on 𝑑 unprotected attributes
𝐴1, 𝐴2, · · · , 𝐴𝑑 , protected attribute 𝑆 , and decision𝑌 . Let𝐷𝑘 denote



a subset in 𝐷 with tuples with 𝑆 = 𝑘 . Given a set of examples 𝐷 , the
non-private model outputs a classifier 𝜂 (𝑎;𝑤) with parameter 𝑤
which minimizes the loss function L𝐷 (𝑤) = 1

𝑛

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐿𝑖 (𝑤). The op-

timal model parameter𝑤∗ is defined as:𝑤∗ = argmin
𝑤

1
𝑛

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐿𝑖 (𝑤).

A differentially private algorithm outputs a classifier 𝜂 (𝑎; �̃�) by
selecting �̃� in a manner that satisfies differential privacy while
keeping it close to the actual optimal𝑤∗.

3.1 Differential Privacy
Differential privacy guarantees output of a query 𝑞 be insensitive
to the presence or absence of one record in a dataset.

Differential privacy [11]. A randomized mechanismM : D → R
with domain D and range R is (𝜖, 𝛿)-differentially private if, for
any pair of datasets 𝐷,𝐷 ′ ∈ D that differ in exactly one record,
and for any subset of outputs O ∈ R, we have Pr(M(𝐷) ∈ O) ≤
exp(𝜖) · Pr(M(𝐷 ′) ∈ O) + 𝛿 .

The parameter 𝜖 denotes the privacy budget, which controls the
amount by which the distributions induced by 𝐷 and 𝐷 ′ may differ.
The parameter 𝛿 is a broken probability. Smaller values of 𝜖 and 𝛿
indicate stronger privacy guarantee.

Global sensitivity [11]. Given a query 𝑞 : D → R, the global
sensitivity Δ𝑓 is defined as Δ𝑓 = max𝐷,𝐷′ |𝑞(𝐷) − 𝑞(𝐷 ′) |.

The global sensitivity measures the maximum possible change
in 𝑞(𝐷) when one record in the dataset changes.

The Gaussian mechanism with parameter 𝜎 adds Gaussian noise
𝑁 (0, 𝜎2) to each component of the model output.

Gaussian mechanism [11]. Let 𝜖 ∈ [0, 1] be arbitrary. For 𝑐2 >

2 log(1.25/𝛿), the Gaussian mechanism with parameter 𝜎 > 𝑐Δ𝑓 /𝜖
satisfies (𝜖, 𝛿)-differential privacy.

3.2 Differentially Private SGD
The procedure of deep learning model training is to minimize the
output of a loss function through numerous stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) steps. Research in [1] proposed a differentially pri-
vate SGD algorithm (DPSGD). DPSGD uses a clipping bound on 𝑙2
norm of individual updates, aggregates the clipped updates, and
then adds Gaussian noise to the aggregate. This ensures that the
iterates do not overfit to any individual user’s update.

The privacy leakage of DPSGD is measured by (𝜖, 𝛿), i.e. comput-
ing a bound for the privacy loss 𝜖 that holds with certain probability
𝛿 . Each iteration 𝑡 of DPSGD can be considered as a privacy mecha-
nismM𝑡 that has the same pattern in terms of sensitive data access.
[1] further proposed a moment accounting mechanism which cal-
culates the aggregate privacy bound when performing SGD for
multiple steps. The moments accountant computes tighter bounds
for the privacy loss compared to the standard composition theorems.
The moments accountant is tailored to the Gaussian mechanism
and employs the log moment of each M𝑡 to derive the bound of
the total privacy loss.

To reduce noise in private training of neural networks, DPSGD
[1] truncates the gradient of a neural network to control the sen-
sitivity of the sum of gradients. This is because the sensitivity of
gradients and the scale of the noise would otherwise be unbounded.
To fix this, a cap 𝐶 on the maximum size of a user’s contribution is
adopted (Line 7 in Algorithm 1). This will bias our estimated sum
but also reduce the amount of added noise, as the sensitivity of

Algorithm 1 DPSGD (Dataset 𝐷 , loss function L𝐷 (𝑤), learning
rate 𝑟 , batch size 𝑏, noise scale 𝜎 , clipping bound 𝐶)

1: for 𝑡 ∈ [𝑇 ] do
2: Randomly sample a batch 𝐵𝑡 with |𝐵𝑡 | = 𝑏 from 𝐷

3: for each sample 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝐵𝑡 do
4: 𝑔𝑖 = ▽𝐿𝑖 (𝑤𝑡 )
5: for each sample 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝐵𝑡 do
6: 𝑔𝑖 = 𝑔𝑖 ×min

(
1, 𝐶|𝑔𝑖 |

)
7: �̃�𝐵 = 1

𝑏

(∑
𝑖 𝑔𝑖 + 𝑁 (0, 𝜎2𝐶2I)

)
8: �̃�𝑡+1 = �̃�𝑡 − 𝑟�̃�𝐵
9: Return �̃�𝑇 and accumulated (𝜖, 𝛿)

the sum is now 𝐶 . One question is how to choose the truncation
level for the gradient norm. If set too high, the noise level may
be so great that any utility in the result is lost. If set too low, a
large amount of gradients will be forced to clip. DPSGD simply
suggests using the median of observed gradients. [2] investigated
this bias-variance trade-off and showed that the limit we should
choose is the (1 − 1/𝑏𝜖)-quantile of the gradients themselves. It
does not matter how large or small the gradients are above or below
the cutoff, only that a fixed number of values are clipped.

4 DISPARATE IMPACT ON MODEL
ACCURACY

4.1 Preliminary Observations
To explain why DPSGD has disparate impact on model accuracy
w.r.t. each group, [3] constructs an unbalanced MNIST dataset to
study the effects of gradient clipping, noise addition, the size of the
underrepresented group, etc. Training on the data of the underrep-
resented subgroups produces larger gradients, thus clipping reduces
their learning rate and the influence of their data on the model.
They also show random noise addition has the biggest impact on
the underrepresented inputs. However, [18] reports inconsistent
observations on whether differential privacy has negative discrimi-
nation towards the underrepresented group in terms of reduction in
accuracy. To complement their observations, we use the unbalanced
MNIST dataset used in [3] to reproduce their result, and we also use
two benchmark census datasets (Adult and Dutch) in fair machine
learning to study the inequality of utility loss due to differential
privacy (Setup details in Section 6.1). Table 1 (row 4 and 5) shows
the model accuracy w.r.t. the total population, the majority group
and the minority group for SGD and DPSGD. Table 2 (row 4 and
5) shows the average loss and average gradient norm w.r.t. groups
at the last training epoch for SGD and DPSGD. We summarize our
key findings below.

On MNIST, the minority group (class 8) has significantly larger
utility loss than the other groups in private model. In Table 1,
DPSGD only results in −0.0707 decrease in accuracy on the well-
represented classes but accuracy on the underrepresented class
drops −0.6807, exhibiting a disparate impact on the underrepre-
sented class. Table 2 shows that the small sample size reduces both
the convergence rate and the optimal utility of class 8 in DPSGD
in comparison with the non-private SGD. The model is far from
converging, yet clipping and noise addition do not let it move closer



to the minimum of the loss function. Furthermore, the addition of
noise, whose magnitude is similar to the updating vector, prevents
the clipped gradients of the underrepresented class from sufficiently
updating the relevant parts of themodel. Trainingwithmore epochs
does not reduce this gap while exhausting the privacy budget. Dif-
ferential privacy also slows down the convergence and degrades
the utility for each group. Hence, DPSGD introduces negative dis-
crimination against the minority group (which already has lower
accuracy in the non-private SGD model) on MNIST. This matches
the observation in [3].

On Adult and Dutch, we have different observations fromMNIST.
The Adult dataset is an unbalanced dataset, where the female group
is underrepresented. Even though the male group is the majority
group, it has lower accuracy in the SGD and more utility loss in
DPSGD than the female group (Table 1). The Dutch dataset is a
balanced dataset, where the group sample sizes are similar for male
and female. However, DPSGD introduces more negative discrimina-
tion against the male group (Table 1) and its direction (male group
loses more accuracy due to DP) is even opposite to the direction
of within-model discrimination (female group has less accuracy in
SGD). Table 2 shows that the average gradient norm is much higher
for the male group in DPSGD on the two datasets. It is not simply
against the group with smaller sample size or lower accuracy in
the SGD. Hence, Differential privacy does not always introduce
more accuracy loss to the minority group on Adult and Dutch. This
matches the observation in [18].

From the preliminary observations, we learn that the dispropor-
tionate effect from differential privacy is not guaranteed towards
the underrepresented group or the group with “poor" accuracy.
Why does differential privacy cause inequality in utility loss w.r.t.
each group? It may depend on more than just the represented sam-
ple size of each group: the classification model, the mechanism to
achieve differential privacy, and the relative complexity of data
distribution of each group subject to the model. One common ob-
servation across all settings is that the group with more utility
loss has larger gradients and worse convergence. The underrep-
resented class 8 has average gradient norm of over 100 and bad
utility in DPSGD. The male group has much larger average gradient
norm than the female group in DPSGD on both Adult and Dutch
datasets. It is important to address the larger gradients and worse
convergence directly in order to mitigate inequality in utility loss.

4.2 Cost of Privacy w.r.t. Each Group
In this section, we conduct analysis on the cost of privacy from the
viewpoint of a single batch, where the utility loss is measured by the
expected error of the estimated private gradient w.r.t. each group.
For ease of discussion, our analysis follows [2] that investigates
the bias-variance trade-off due to clipping in DPSGD with Laplace
noise. Suppose that 𝐵𝑡 is a collection of 𝑏 samples, 𝑥1, · · · , 𝑥𝑏 . Each
𝑥𝑖 corresponds to a sample and generates the gradient 𝑔𝑖 . We would
like to estimate the average gradient 𝐺𝐵 from 𝐵𝑡 in a private way
while minimizing the objective function.

We denote the gradient before clipping 𝐺𝐵 = 1
𝑏

∑𝑏
𝑖=1 𝑔𝑖 , the gra-

dient after clipping but before adding noise𝐺𝐵 = 1
𝑏

∑𝑏
𝑖=1 𝑔𝑖 , and the

gradient after clipping and adding noise �̃�𝐵 = 1
𝑏
(∑𝑏𝑖=1 𝑔𝑖 +𝐿𝑎𝑝 (𝐶𝜖 )).

The expected error of the estimate �̃�𝐵 consists of a variance term

(due to the noise) and a bias term (due to the contribution limit):

E|�̃�𝐵−𝐺𝐵 | ≤ E|�̃�𝐵−𝐺𝐵 |+ |𝐺𝐵−𝐺𝐵 | ≤
1
𝑏

𝐶

𝜖
+ 1
𝑏

𝑏∑
𝑖=1

max(0, |𝑔𝑖 |−𝐶) .

In the above derivation, we base the fact that the mean absolute
deviation of a Laplace variable is equal to its scale parameter. We
can find the optimal𝐶 by noting that the bound is convex with sub-
derivative 1

𝜖 − |{𝑖 : 𝑔𝑖 > 𝐶}|, thus the minimum is achieved when
𝐶 is equal to the ⌈1/𝜖⌉th largest value in gradients.

The expected error is tight as we have

E|�̃�𝐵 −𝐺𝐵 | ≥
1
2

[
1
𝑏

𝐶

𝜖
+ 1
𝑏

𝑏∑
𝑖=1

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, |𝑔𝑖 | −𝐶)
]
.

In other words, the limit we should choose is just the (1 − 1/𝑏𝜖)-
quantile of the gradients themselves.

For the same batch of samples, we derive the cost of privacy w.r.t.
each group. Suppose the batch of samples 𝐵𝑡 are from 𝐾 groups
and group 𝑘 has sample size 𝑏𝑘 . We have 𝐺𝑘

𝐵
= 1

𝑏𝑘

∑𝑏𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑔

𝑘
𝑖
and

𝐺𝐵 =
1
𝑏

∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑏

𝑘𝐺𝑘
𝐵
. DPSGD bounds the sensitivity of gradient

by clipping each sample’s gradient with a clipping bound 𝐶 .𝐺𝑘
𝐵
=

1
𝑏𝑘

∑𝑏𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑔

𝑘
𝑖
= 1
𝑏𝑘

∑𝑏𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑔

𝑘
𝑖
×min(1, 𝐶

|𝑔𝑘
𝑖
| ). Then, DPSGD adds Laplace

noise on the sum of clipped gradients. �̃�𝑘
𝐵
= 1
𝑏𝑘

(𝑏𝑘𝐺𝑘
𝐵
+ 𝐿𝑎𝑝 (𝐶𝜖 )).

The expected error of the estimate �̃�𝑘
𝐵
consists of a variance term

(due to the noise) and a bias term (due to the contribution limit):

E|�̃�𝑘𝐵 −𝐺𝑘𝐵 | ≤ E|�̃�
𝑘
𝐵 −𝐺𝑘𝐵 | + |𝐺𝑘𝐵 −𝐺𝑘𝐵 |

≤ 1
𝑏𝑘

𝐶

𝜖
+ 1
𝑏𝑘

𝑏𝑘∑
𝑖

max(0, |𝑔𝑘𝑖 | −𝐶) =
1
𝑏𝑘

𝐶

𝜖
+ 1
𝑏𝑘

𝑚𝑘∑
𝑖

( |𝑔𝑘𝑖 | −𝐶),

(1)

where𝑚𝑘 = |{𝑖 : |𝑔𝑘
𝑖
| > 𝐶}| is the number of examples that get

clipped in group 𝑘 . Similarly, we can get the tight bound w.r.t. each
group 𝑘 is E|�̃�𝑘

𝐵
−𝐺𝑘

𝐵
| ≥ 1

2

[
1
𝑏𝑘

𝐶
𝜖 + 1

𝑏𝑘

∑𝑏𝑘
𝑖 max(0, |𝑔𝑘

𝑖
| −𝐶)

]
.

From Equation 1, we know the utility loss of group 𝑘 , measured
by the expected error of the estimated private gradient, is bounded
by two terms, the bias 1

𝑏𝑘

∑𝑏𝑘
𝑖 max(0, |𝑔𝑘

𝑖
| −𝐶) due to contribution

limit (depending on the size of gradients and the size of clipping
bound) and the variance of the noise 1

𝑏𝑘
𝐶
𝜖 (depending on the scale

of the noise). Next, we discuss their separate impacts in DPSGD.
Given the clipping bound 𝐶 , the bias due to clipping w.r.t. the

group with large gradients is larger than the one w.r.t. the group
with small gradients. Before clipping, the groupwith large gradients
has large contribution in the total gradient 𝐺𝐵 in SGD, but it is not
the case in DPSGD. The direction of the total gradient after clipping
𝐺𝐵 is closer to the direction of the gradient of the group with small
bias (small gradients) in comparison with the direction of the total
gradient before clipping 𝐺𝐵 . Due to clipping, the contribution and
convergence of the group with large gradients are reduced.

The added noise increases the variance of the model gradient,
as it tries to hide the influence of a single record on the model. It
slows down the convergence rate of the model. Because the noise
scales 𝐶𝜖 and the sensitivity of clipped gradients 𝐶 are the same for
all groups, the noisy gradients of all groups achieve the same level



of differential privacy 𝜖 . The direction of the noise is random, i.e. it
does not favor a particular group in expectation.

Overall in DPSGD, the group with large gradients has larger
cost of privacy, i.e. they have more utility loss to achieve 𝜖 level of
differential privacy under the same clipping bound 𝐶 .

We can also consider the optimal choice of 𝐶 which is (1 − 1
𝑏𝜖

)-
quantile for the whole batch. For each group, the optimal choice of
𝐶𝑘 is (1 − 1

𝑏𝑘𝜖
)-quantile for group 𝑘 . The distance between 𝐶 and

𝐶𝑘 is not the same for all groups, and 𝐶 is closer to the choice of
𝐶𝑘 for the group with small bias (small gradients).

Now we look back on the observations in Section 4.1. On MNIST,
the group sample size affects the convergence rate for each group.
The group with large sample size (the majority group, class 2) has
larger contribution in the total gradient than the group with small
sample size (the minority group, class 8), and therefore it leads
to a relatively faster and better convergence. As the result, the
gradients of the minority group are larger than the gradients of the
majority group later on. In their case, the small sample size is the
main cause of large gradient norm and large utility loss in class
8. On Adult and Dutch, the average bias due to clipping for each
group is different because the distributions of gradients are quite
different. The average gradient norm of the male group is larger
than the average gradient norm of the female group, even though
the male group is not underrepresented. As the result, the male
group’s contribution is limited due to clipping and it has larger
utility loss in DPSGD. In there case, the group sample size is not the
only reason to cause difference in the average gradient norm, and
the other factors (e.g. the relative complexity of data distribution
of each group subject to the model) out-weighs sample size, so the
well-represented male group has larger utility loss.

This gives us an insight on the relation between differential pri-
vacy and the inequality in utility loss w.r.t. each group. The direct
cause of the inequality is the large cost of privacy due to large aver-
age gradient norm (which can be caused by small group sample size
along with other factors). In DPSGD, the clipping bound is selected
uniformly for each group without consideration of the difference
in clipping biases. As a result, the noise addition to achieve (𝜖, 𝛿)-
differential privacy on the learning model results in different utility-
privacy trade-off for each group, where the underrepresented or the
more complex group incurs a larger utility loss. After all, DPSGD
is designed to protect individual’s privacy with nice properties
without consideration of its different impact towards each group.
In order to avoid disparate utility loss among groups, we need to
modify DPSGD such that each group needs to achieve different
level of privacy to counter their difference in costs of privacy.

5 REMOVING DISPARATE IMPACT ON
MODEL ACCURACY IN DPSGD

Our objective is to build a learning algorithm that outputs a classifier
𝜂 (𝑎; �̃�) with parameter �̃� that achieves differential privacy, equality
of utility loss w.r.t each group, and good accuracy. Based on our
preliminary observation and analysis on cost of privacy, we propose
a heuristic removal algorithm to achieve equal utility loss w.r.t. each
group, called DPSGD-F.

Algorithm 2 DPSGD-F (Dataset 𝐷 , loss function L𝐷 (𝑤), learning
rate 𝑟 , batch size 𝑏, noise scales 𝜎1, 𝜎2, base clipping bound 𝐶0)

1: for 𝑡 ∈ [𝑇 ] do
2: Randomly sample a batch 𝐵𝑡 with |𝐵𝑡 | = 𝑏 from 𝐷

3: for each sample 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝐵𝑡 do
4: 𝑔𝑖 = ▽𝐿𝑖 (𝑤𝑡 )
5: for each group 𝑘 ∈ [𝐾] do
6: 𝑚𝑘 =

���{𝑖 : |𝑔𝑘𝑖 | > 𝐶0}���
7: 𝑜𝑘 =

���{𝑖 : |𝑔𝑘𝑖 | ≤ 𝐶0}���
8:

{
�̃�𝑘 , 𝑜𝑘

}
𝑘∈[𝐾 ]

=

{
𝑚𝑘 , 𝑜𝑘

}
𝑘∈[𝐾 ]

+ 𝑁 (0, 𝜎21 I)

9: �̃� =
∑
𝑘∈[𝐾 ] �̃�

𝑘

10: for each group 𝑘 ∈ [𝐾] do
11: 𝑏𝑘 = �̃�𝑘 + 𝑜𝑘

12: 𝐶𝑘 = 𝐶0 ×
(
1 + �̃�𝑘/𝑏𝑘

�̃�/𝑏

)
13: for each sample 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝐵𝑡 do
14: 𝑔𝑖 = 𝑔𝑖 ×min

(
1, 𝐶

𝑘

|𝑔𝑖 |

)
15: 𝐶 = max

𝑘
𝐶𝑘

16: �̃�𝐵 = 1
𝑏

(∑
𝑖 𝑔𝑖 + 𝑁 (0, 𝜎22𝐶

2I)
)

17: �̃�𝑡+1 = �̃�𝑡 − 𝑟�̃�𝐵
18: Return �̃�𝑇 and accumulated (𝜖, 𝛿)

5.1 Equal Costs of Differential Privacy
In the within-model fairness, equal odds results in the equality of
accuracy for different groups. Note that equal accuracy does not
result in equal odds. As a trade-off for privacy, differential privacy
results in accuracy loss on the model. However, different groups
may incur different levels of accuracy loss. We use reduction in
accuracy w.r.t. group 𝑘 to measure utility loss between the private
model 𝜂 and the non-privacte model 𝜂, denoted by Δ𝑘 . We define a
new fairness notion called equal costs of differential privacy, which
requires that the utility loss due to differential privacy is the same
for all groups.

Equal costs of differential privacy Given a labeled dataset 𝐷 ,
a classifier 𝜂 and a differentially private classifier 𝜂, a differentially
private mechanism satisfies equal equal costs of privacy if Δ𝑖 (𝜂 −
𝜂) = Δ 𝑗 (𝜂 − 𝜂), where 𝑖, 𝑗 are any two values of 𝑆 .

5.2 Removal Algorithm
We propose a heuristic approach for differentially private SGD

that removes disparate impact across different groups. The intuition
of our heuristic approach is to balance the level of privacy w.r.t.
each group based on their utility-privacy trade-off. Algorithm 2
shows the framework of our approach. Instead of uniformly clipping
the gradients for all groups, we propose to do adaptive sensitive
clipping where each group 𝑘 gets its own clipping bound𝐶𝑘 . For the
group with larger clipping bias (due to large gradients), we choose
a larger clipping bound to balance their higher cost of privacy. The
large gradients may be due to group sample size or other factors.

Based on our observation and analysis in the previous section, to
balance the difference in costs of privacy for each group, we need
to adjust the clipping bound 𝐶𝑘 such that the contribution of each



group is proportional to the size of their average gradient (Line
12 in Algorithm 2). Ideally, we would like to adjust the clipping
bound based on the private estimate of the average gradient norm.
However, the original gradient before clipping has unbounded sen-
sitivity. It would not be practical to get its private estimate. We
need to construct a good approximate estimate of the relative size
of the average gradient w.r.t. each group and it needs to have a
small sensitivity for private estimation.

In our algorithm, we choose adaptive clipping bound 𝐶𝑘 based
on the𝑚𝑘 , where𝑚𝑘 = |{𝑖 : |𝑔𝑘

𝑖
| > 𝐶0}|. To avoid the influence

of group sample size, we use the fraction of 𝑚
𝑘

𝑏𝑘
that represents

the fraction of samples in the group with gradients larger than
𝐶0. The relative ratio of 𝑚

𝑘

𝑏𝑘
and 𝑚

𝑏
can approximately represent

the relative size of the average gradient (Line 12). To choose the
clipping bound 𝐶𝑘 for group 𝑘 in a private way, we get the private
�̃�𝑘 , 𝑏𝑘 and �̃� from the collection {𝑚𝑘 , 𝑜𝑘 }𝑘∈[𝐾 ] (Line 5-11). The
collection {𝑚𝑘 , 𝑜𝑘 }𝑘∈[𝐾 ] has sensitivity of 1, which is much smaller
than the sensitivity of the actual gradients when we estimate the
relative size of the average gradient.

After the adaptive clipping, the sensitivity of the clipped gradient
of group 𝑘 is 𝐶𝑘 = 𝐶0 × (1 + �̃�𝑘/𝑏𝑘

�̃�/𝑏 ). The sensitivity of the clipped
gradient of the total population would be max𝑘 𝐶𝑘 as the worst
case in the total population needs to be considered.

Note that in Algorithm 2 we have two steps of adding noise
in each iteration 𝑡 . We first use a relatively large noise scale 𝜎1
(small privacy budget) to get a private collection {�̃�𝑘 , 𝑜𝑘 }𝑘∈[𝐾 ]
(Line 8). Then we use a relatively small noise scale 𝜎2 to perturb the
gradients (Line 16). The composition theorem (Theorem 2 in [1]) is
applied when we compute the accumulated (𝜖, 𝛿) from moments
accountant (Line 18). Because 𝜎1 > 𝜎2, only a small fraction of
privacy budget is spent on getting 𝐶𝑘 .

For the total population, Algorithm 2 still satisfies (𝜖, 𝛿)-different-
ial privacy as it accounts for the worst clipping bound max

𝑘
𝐶𝑘 . On

the group level, each group achieves different levels of privacy
depending on their utility-privacy trade-off. Algorithm 2 achieves
( 𝐶𝑘

max
𝑘′

𝐶𝑘′ 𝜖, 𝛿)-differential privacy w.r.t. group 𝑘 .

With our modified DPSGD algorithm, we continue our discus-
sion in Secion 4.2. On MNIST, the difference in gradient norms
is primarily decided by the group sample size. Consider a major-
ity group 𝑠+ and a minority group 𝑠−. In Algorithm 1, each group
achieves the same level of privacy, but the underrepresented group
𝑠− has higher cost of privacy. In Algorithm 2, we choose a higher
clipping bound 𝐶− for the underrepresented group. Because the
noise scale is 𝐶𝜖 = 𝐶−

𝜖 and the sensitivity of clipped gradients for
the underrepresented group is 𝐶−, the noisy gradient w.r.t. the un-
derrepresented group achieves (𝜖, 𝛿)-differential privacy. The well-
represented group 𝑠+ has a smaller cost of privacy, so we choose
a lower clipping bound 𝐶+. Because the noise scale is 𝐶

𝜖 = 𝐶−
𝜖

and the sensitivity of clipped gradients for the well-represented
group is 𝐶+, the noisy gradient w.r.t. the well-represented group
then achieves (𝐶+

𝐶− 𝜖, 𝛿)-differential privacy. Two groups have dif-
ferent clipping bounds 𝐶+,𝐶− and the same noise addition based
on𝐶 = max(𝐶+,𝐶−) (same 𝜖 but different relative scales w.r.t. their

Algorithm 3 Naïve (Dataset 𝐷 , loss function L𝐷 (𝑤), learning rate
𝑟 , batch size 𝑏, noise scales 𝜎1, 𝜎2, base clipping bound 𝐶0)

1: for 𝑡 ∈ [𝑇 ] do
2: Randomly sample a batch 𝐵𝑡 with |𝐵𝑡 | = 𝑏 from 𝐷

3: for each sample 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝐵𝑡 do
4: 𝑔𝑖 = ▽𝐿𝑖 (𝑤𝑡 )
5:

{
𝑏𝑘

}
𝑘∈[𝐾 ]

=

{
𝑏𝑘

}
𝑘∈[𝐾 ]

+ 𝑁 (0, 𝜎21 I)
6: for each group 𝑘 ∈ [𝐾] do
7: 𝜃𝑘 = 1 × 𝑏/𝐾

𝑏𝑘

8: for each sample 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝐵𝑡 do
9: 𝑔𝑖 = 𝜃

𝑘 × 𝑔𝑖 ×min
(
1, 𝐶0

|𝑔𝑖 |

)
10: 𝐶 = 𝐶0 ×max

𝑘
𝜃𝑘

11: �̃�𝐵 = 1
𝑏

(∑
𝑖 𝑔𝑖 + 𝑁 (0, 𝜎22𝐶

2I)
)

12: �̃�𝑡+1 = �̃�𝑡 − 𝑟�̃�𝐵
13: Return �̃�𝑇 and accumulated (𝜖, 𝛿)

group sensitivities). Hence, when we enforce the same level of util-
ity loss for groups with different sample sizes, the well-represented
group achieves stronger privacy (smaller than 𝜖) than the under-
represented group. On Adult/Dutch, the male group has larger
gradients regardless of the sample size. The group with smaller
gradients based on model and data distribution has smaller cost of
privacy. Algorithm 2 adjusts the clipping bound for each group. The
group with smaller gradients achieves stronger level of privacy.

5.3 Baseline
There is no previous work on how to achieve equal utility loss in
DPSGD. For experimental evaluation, we present a naïve baseline
algorithm based on reweighting (shown as Algorithm 3) in this
section, as reweighting is a common way to mitigating biases. The
naïve algorithm considers group sample size as the main cause of
disproportional impact in DPSGD and adjusts sample contribution
of each group to mitigate the impact of sample size. For the group
with larger group sample size, we reweight the sample contribution
with 𝜃𝑘 ∝ 1

𝑏𝑘
instead of using uniform weight of 1 for all groups,

where 𝑏𝑘 is privately estimated (Line 5 in Algorithm 3). Note that
𝐺𝐵 in Algorithm 1 is estimated based on uniform weight of each
sample regardless of their group membership. The sensitivity for
group 𝑘 is 𝐶𝑘 = 𝐶0 × 𝜃𝑘 . The sensitivity for the total population
would be𝐶0×max𝑘 𝜃𝑘 . As we add noise based on the sensitivity for
the total population, Algorithm 3 satisfies (𝜖, 𝛿)-differential privacy
for the total population and ( 𝜃𝑘

max𝑘′ 𝜃𝑘
′ 𝜖)-differential privacy w.r.t.

group 𝑘 . The result also matches the idea that we limit the sample
contribution of the group with smaller cost of privacy to achieve
stronger privacy level w.r.t. the group. However, Algorithm 3 only
considers the group sample size. Aswe know from previous analysis,
the factors that affect the gradient norm and bias due to clipping
are more complex than just the group sample size. We will compare
with this Naïve approach in experiments.



Table 1: Model accuracy w.r.t. the total population, themajority group and theminority group on theMNIST (𝜖 = 6.55, 𝛿 = 10−6),
Adult (𝜖 = 3.1, 𝛿 = 10−6) and Dutch (𝜖 = 2.66, 𝛿 = 10−6) datasets

Dataset MNIST Adult Dutch
Group Total Class 2 Class 8 Total M F Total M F

Sample size 54649 5958 500 45222 30527 14695 60420 30273 30147
SGD 0.9855 0.9903 0.9292 0.8099 0.7610 0.9117 0.7879 0.8013 0.7744

DPSGD vs. SGD -0.1081 -0.0707 -0.6807 -0.0592 -0.0740 -0.0281 -0.1001 -0.1534 -0.0466
Naïve vs. SGD -0.1500 -0.1512 -0.1510 -0.0593 -0.0742 -0.0281 -0.1004 -0.1549 -0.0458

DPSGD-F vs. SGD -0.0293 -0.0281 -0.0432 -0.0254 -0.0298 -0.0161 -0.0130 -0.0160 -0.0099

Table 2: The average loss and the average gradient normw.r.t. groups at the last training epoch on theMNIST (𝜖 = 6.55, 𝛿 = 10−6),
Adult (𝜖 = 3.1, 𝛿 = 10−6) and Dutch (𝜖 = 2.66, 𝛿 = 10−6) datasets

Average loss Average gradient norm
Dataset MNIST Adult Dutch MNIST Adult Dutch
Group Class 2 Class 8 M F M F Class 2 Class 8 M F M F
SGD 0.04 0.04 0.48 0.27 0.52 0.53 0.68 4.76 0.08 0.11 0.19 0.19

DPSGD 0.41 2.16 0.68 0.31 0.59 0.53 13.53 100.46 0.41 0.12 0.26 0.12
Naïve 3.08 1.89 0.71 0.32 0.59 0.53 0.83 0.76 0.43 0.13 0.26 0.12

DPSGD-F 0.20 0.42 0.50 0.27 0.51 0.52 1.45 2.53 0.12 0.08 0.19 0.18

6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Experiment Setup
6.1.1 Datasets. We use MNIST dataset and replicate the setting in
[3]. We constructed an unbalanced MNIST dataset with each class
having about 6,000 samples expect for class 8. Class 8 has the most
false negatives, hence we choose it as the artificially underrepre-
sented group (reducing the number of training samples to 500). We
compare the underrepresented class 8 with the well-represented
class 2 that shares fewest false negatives with the class 8 and there-
fore can be considered independent. The testing dataset has 10,000
testing samples with about 1,000 for each class. We also use two
census datasets, Adult and Dutch. For both datasets, we consider
“Sex” as the protected attribute and “Income” as decision. For un-
protected attributes, we convert categorical attributes to one-hot
vectors and normalize numerical attributes to [0, 1] range. After
preprocessing, we have 40 unprotected attributes for Adult and 35
unprotected attributes for Dutch. In all settings, we split the census
datasets into 80% training data and 20% testing data.

6.1.2 Model. For the MNIST dataset, we use a neural network with
2 convolutional layers and 2 linear layers with 431K parameters
in total. We use learning rate 𝑟 = 0.01, batch size 𝑏 = 256, and the
number of training epochs is 60. For the census datasets, we use a
logistic regression model with regularization parameter 0.01. We
use learning rate 𝑟 = 1/

√
𝑇 , batch size 𝑏 = 256, and the number

of training epochs is 20. Our source code can be downloaded at
https://tinyurl.com/dpsgdf.

6.1.3 Baselines. We compare our proposed method DPSGD-F (Al-
gorithm 2) with the original DPSGD (Algorithm 1) and the Naïve
approach (Algorithm 3). For each setting, the learning parameters
are the same. We set 𝐶0, 𝜎2 in DPSGD-F and Naïve equal to 𝐶, 𝜎 in
DPSGD, respectively. We set 𝜎1 = 10𝜎2. For the MNIST dataset, we
set noise scale 𝜎 = 0.8, clipping bound 𝐶 = 1, and 𝛿 = 10−6. For

the census datasets, we set 𝜎 = 1, 𝐶 = 0.5 and 𝛿 = 10−6. The accu-
mulated privacy budget 𝜖 for each setting is computed using the
privacy moments accounting method [1]. Because we set 𝜎1 = 10𝜎2,
most of 𝜖 is spent on gradients from 𝜎2. Only about 0.01 budget
is from 𝜎1. To compare DPSGD-F and Naïve with DPSGD under
the same privacy budget, the algorithm runs a few less iterations
than DPSGD in the last epoch, where the total number of iterations
𝑇 = epochs × 𝑛/𝑏 in SGD and DPSGD. For DPSGD-F and Naïve,
𝑇 is 19, 11 and 17 less on the MNIST, Adult and Dutch datasets,
respectively, which are very small differences in proportion to 𝑇 .
All DP models are compared with the non-private SGD when we
measure the utility loss due to differential privacy.

6.1.4 Metric. We use the test data to measure the model utility
and fairness. We use reduction in model accuracy for each group
between the private SGD and the non-private SGD (Δ𝑘 ) as the
metric to measure the cost of differential privacy w.r.t. each group.
The difference between the costs on groups (|Δ𝑖 − Δ 𝑗 | for any 𝑖, 𝑗 )
measures the level of inequality in utility loss due to differential
privacy. If the costs for all groups are independent of the protected
attribute (|Δ𝑖 − Δ 𝑗 | ≤ 𝜏 , 𝜏 = 0.05 used in the paper), we consider
the private SGD has equal reduction in model accuracy w.r.t. each
group, i.e. the private SGD achieves equal cost of differential privacy.
We also report the average loss and average gradient norm to show
the convergence w.r.t. each group during training.

6.2 MNIST Dataset
Table 1 shows the model accuracy w.r.t. class 2 and 8 on the MNIST
datasets. The non-private SGD model converges to 0.9292 accuracy
on class 8 vs. 0.9903 accuracy on class 2. The DPSGD model causes
−0.6807 accuracy loss on class 8 vs. −0.0707 on class 2, which
exhibits a significant disparate impact on the underrepresented
class. The Naïve approach achieves −0.1510 accuracy loss on class
8 vs. −0.1512 on class 2, which achieves equal costs of privacy.
Our DPSGD-F algorithm has −0.0432 accuracy loss on class 8 vs.

https://tinyurl.com/dpsgdf


Figure 1: Model accuracy w.r.t. each class on MNIST

Figure 2: The clipping bound 𝐶𝑘 w.r.t. each class over train-
ing epochs for DPSGD-F on the MNIST dataset

Table 3: Model accuracy for different uniform clipping
bound (𝐶 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in DPSGD vs. adaptive clipping bound
(𝐶0 = 1) in DPSGD-F on the MNIST dataset

Group Total Class 2 Class 8
Sample size 54649 5958 500

SGD 0.9855 0.9903 0.9292
DPSGD (𝐶 = 1) vs. SGD -0.1081 -0.0707 -0.6807
DPSGD (𝐶 = 2) vs. SGD -0.0587 -0.0426 -0.3286
DPSGD (𝐶 = 3) vs. SGD -0.0390 -0.0232 -0.2013
DPSGD (𝐶 = 4) vs. SGD -0.0286 -0.0194 -0.1376
DPSGD (𝐶 = 5) vs. SGD -0.0240 -0.0145 -0.1099

DPSGD-F (𝐶0 = 1) vs. SGD -0.0293 -0.0281 -0.0432

−0.0281 on class 2, which also achieves equal costs of privacy. The
total model accuracy also drops much less for DPSGD-F (−0.0293)
than the original DPSGD (−0.1081). We further show in Figure
1 the model accuracy w.r.t. all classes on the MNIST dataset. In
summary, the difference between DPSGD and DPSGD-F is small
and consistent across all classes.

Table 2 shows the average loss and average gradient norm w.r.t.
class 2 and 8 for SGD and different DP models at the last training
epoch. In DPSGD, the average gradient norm for class 8 is over
100 and the average loss for class 8 is 2.16. Whereas, in DPSGD-F,
the average gradient norm for class 8 is only 2.53 and the average
loss for class 8 is only 0.42. The convergence loss and the gradient
norm for class 8 are much closer to the ones for class 2 in DPSGD-
F. The detailed convergence trends are included in the technical

(a) Varying the number of epochs (b) Varying noise scale

Figure 3: The accuracy loss on class 2 and 8 (DPSGD-F vs.
SGD) with different 𝜖 on the MNIST dataset

report [28]. The trend in DPSGD-F is the closest to the trend in
SGD among all DP models. It shows our adjusted clipping bound
helps to achieve the same group utility loss regardless of the group
sample size.

Figure 2 shows how our adaptive clipping bound changes over
epochs in DPSGD-F. Because class 8 has larger clipping bias due
to its underrepresented group sample size, DPSGD-F gives class
8 a higher clipping bound to increase its sample contribution in
the total gradient. The maximal 𝐶𝑘 is close to 3. To show that
the fair performance of DPSGD-F is not caused by increasing clip-
ping bound uniformly, we run the original DPSGD with increasing
clipping bound from 𝐶 = 1 to 𝐶 = 5. Table 3 shows the level of
inequality in utility loss for different clipping bound in DPSGD vs.
the adaptive clipping bound in DPSGD-F. Even though increasing
clipping bound 𝐶 in DPSGD can improve the accuracy on class 8,
there is still significant difference between the accuracy loss on
class 8 (−0.1099 when 𝐶 = 5) and the accuracy loss on class 2
(−0.0145 when 𝐶 = 5). This is because the utility-privacy trade-offs
are different for the minority group and the majority group under
the same clipping bound. So the inequality in utility loss cannot be
removed by simply increasing the clipping bound in DPSGD. On
the contrary, DPSGD-F achieves equal costs of privacy by adjusting
the clipping bound for each group according to the utility-privacy
trade-off. The group with smaller cost of privacy achieves a stronger
level of privacy as a result of adaptive clipping.

We also evaluate the effectiveness of DPSGD-F over different 𝜖
(we keep 𝛿 the same). There are two factors, the number of epochs
and the noise scale, affecting the accumulated 𝜖 . Figure 3a shows
the group accuracy loss over different accumulated 𝜖 by altering
the number of epochs while setting other parameters the same as
default. With the number of epochs increasing, the accumulated 𝜖
increases (shown as dashed line in Figure 3a), and the difference
between the accuracy losses of class 2 and 8 decreases. From 60
epochs on, the difference is below the threshold 𝜏 , i.e. DPSGD-F
achieves equal costs of privacy. Figure 3b shows the group accu-
racy loss over different accumulated 𝜖 by altering the noise scale
while setting others parameters the same as default. With the noise
scale increasing, the accumulated 𝜖 decreases, and the difference
between the accuracy losses of class 2 and 8 slightly increases, yet
the difference is consistently below the threshold 𝜏 , i.e. DPSGD-F
achieves equal costs of privacy. It suggests that it is better to enforce
stronger privacy by increasing the noise scale than prematurely
terminate training.



6.3 Adult and Dutch Datasets
Table 1 shows the model accuracy w.r.t. male and female on the
Adult and Dutch datasets. The clipping biases for both census
datasets are not primarily decided by group sample size. We ob-
serve disparate impact on DPSGD in comparison to SGD against the
male group, even though the male group is not underrepresented.
The Naïve approach does not work at all to achieve equal costs of
privacy in this case, as the group sample size is not as important as
in the MNIST dataset. There are still other factors that affect the
gradient norm and the clipping bias w.r.t. each group. DPSGD-F
can achieve similar accuracy loss for male and female groups.

Table 2 shows the average loss and average gradient norm w.r.t.
male and female for SGD and different DPmodels at the last training
epoch. On the Adult dataset, the average gradient norm in DPSGD
for male is 5 times of the one in SGD and the average loss in DPSGD
for male is 50% more than the one in SGD. Whereas, in DPSGD-F,
the average gradient norm and the average loss for the male group
are much closer to the ones in SGD. Similar to the Adult dataset,
on the Dutch dataset, the average gradient norm and the average
loss in DPSGD-F for the male group are much closer to the ones in
SGD. On both datasets, the trends in DPSGD-F are the closest to
the trends in SGD among all DP models. It shows that our adjusted
clipping bound helps to achieve the same group utility loss.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Gradient clipping and random noise addition, which are the core
techniques in differentially private SGD, disproportionately affect
underrepresented and complex classes and subgroups. As a con-
sequence, DPSGD has disparate impact: the accuracy of a model
trained using DPSGD tends to decrease more on these classes and
subgroups vs. the original, non-private model. If the original model
is unfair in the sense that its accuracy is not the same across all
subgroups, DPSGD exacerbates this unfairness. In this work, we
have proposed DPSGD-F to achieve differential privacy, equal costs
of differential privacy, and good utility. DPSGD-F adjusts the con-
tribution of samples in a group depending on the group clipping
bias such that differential privacy has no disparate impact on group
accuracy. Our experimental evaluation shows how group sample
size and group clipping bias affect the cost of differential privacy in
DPSGD, and how adaptive clipping for each group helps to mitigate
the disparate impact caused by differential privacy in DPSGD-F. Gra-
dient clipping in the non-private context may improve the model
robustness against outliers. However, examples in the minority
group are not outliers. They should not be ignored by the (private)
learning model. In future work, we plan to further improve our
adaptive clipping method from group-wise adaptive clipping to
element-wise (from perspectives of users or parameters) adaptive
clipping, so the model can be fair even to the unseen minority class.
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